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Picture Chunking Effects in Concept Learning 

Abstract 

Concepts were taught to33 second graders using three different

methods: word, picture attribute list (PAL) , and picture a attri-

bute chunking ( PAC) .  The PAC method WAS found to be superior to 

the word and PAL conditions . Surprisingly, the PAL method led to 

'the most errors. By themselves, 'discrete but relevant pictures 

of dominant attributes of concepts  appárently do not facilitate 

learning. If these same pictures aré successively.chunked, how-

ever the résuLts showed the least number .of errors on both 

immediàte and delayed rdcognition-type posttests and on an 

immediate recall-type posttest. 



Picture Chunking Effects in Concept Learning 

"It may be that the àbstraetion and generalization involved 

in verbal concept formation constittüte•the essential typés of.. 

intellectual processes involved in' reading" (Vernon, 1971, p. 94).

Assuming this statement-to be true, one way to improve reading 

fluency appears€ to be  through more effective methods of teaching 

concepts. 

A concept can bye definedas "à class of stimuli which have 

common 'characteristics" (DeCecco .& Crawford, 1974, p. 288) . ' The 
distinctive features which separates one concept from, another are 

known as attributes, with.their values or variations., Th é attri-

butes combine in at least three different.ways to produce conjunc.

.tibe, disjunctive, and relational concepts. Concepts•generàliy,' 

fall into the conjunctive category, where the appropriate valves 

of several attributes are simultaneously present. To illustrate, 

thé dominant attributes of the conjunctive concept tree are: . 

trunk,leaves, and branches, with the trunk, for example, having , 

the Attribute values size•and•bark. • These attributes and•their 

vàlués form a hierarchy.: the concept at the apex, attributes next, 

And their values at the base. Because,of the predominance Of c'Qn-

jùnctive cçncepts,they•were'selected for investigation. 

Ih searching for effective methods to teach concepts,•six 

suggestlgns were considered to be meritorious. The first sugges-

tion came from Flayel's  (1963) characterization of second graders

'(the subjects of this study). These children were cháracterized 

as being in a.stage of development where: (a) operations are oriented 

towards concrete things and events it the immediate present;'(b) 

physical. attributes of the concrete things and events' are relin



quished one by one; (c) groupings of the things and events remain 

isolated units and are not integrated into a system. Essentially, 

the child in this stage of development probably should be limited 

to learning concepts which require the classification of concrete 

events and objects 

The second suggestion was to limit, the attributes to dominant 

(Wallace, 1964) and relevant attributes.(Woodson, 1974),, and not 

to ones embedded in•perceived materials (Anisfeld, 1968)... 

..The third suggestion was to use an inductive method. Low 

ability students (WISC IQ's of 95-105) were found to be able to 

learn concepts better by using an inductive rather than a deduc-

  tive method (Reference Note 1). 	 . 

• A fourth suggestion was to use imposed pictures (experimenter. 

provided pictures)" Préssley (1977) concluded after an extensive 

review of the • literature on the relationship. of,imagery on chil-

dren's learning: that imposed pictures were almost always. learned 

better thán, words .
v , 	

A fifth suggestion was to reduce the burden, on memory by

using drawings or animated movies instead of direct experiences 

(Travers, McCormick., ' Mondfrans & _Williams , 1964).  Realistic 

examples may provide too much information (Travers, 1964).

Finally, a chunking strategy was suggested.' In complex 

prose'learning, the test performances of low cognitive processing 

,capacity (CPC) students'were found .to be superior when a chunking 

strategy was used (Furukawa, 1977). Also, in. reading and'spelling,. 

first grade children did best using a chunking strategy in compari-

Son to a whole word'and a discrete letter treatment (Reference 2). 

These six possible ways of improving concept learning were 

incorporated in the present study, äs follows: (a) concrete con-



cepts were primarily selected, (b) only dominant attributes were 

considered, and (c) inductive methods were 'used. These factors 

were equally applied to all three treatments. The treatments 

were: word, picturi attribute list (PAL), aád picture attribute 

chunking (PAC). The treatments differed in that one had only, 

words, whereas the other two had imposed pictures consisting of 

line drawings. The final difference was that.the PAC also 

employed a chunking strategy. 

It,was hypothesized that the PAC would.yield superior concept 

learning performances, followed by attribute lj.st and word, in 

that order'. The rationale for the hypothesis was that, if.imposed 

pictures are a definite asset to learning, then the picture treat-

ment should be better than the word alone treatment, with the chunk-

ing of the pictures beigg best becauselt should decrease the infor-

mation load to be processed, stored, and recalled. 

Subjects. . 

The subjects were secondgraders'in a suburban school. .The 

students were selected on the basis of a pretest which determined

`their knowledge of the concepts taught. 

Procedure 

A total of 24 concepts were initially selected from'the 

American Heritage Word Frequency Bódk (Carroll, Davis, & Richman, 

1971). The concepts chosen were' from the 34 to 36 thousand fre-

quency'ranks. After a preliminary test of second graders,(the 

following 14 concepts were selected: limousine, billboard, 

cormorant, pickaxe, rivet, jetty, neckerchief, satchel, poncho, 

cavalryman, canine, pediatrician, translator, and descendant. 

The concepts were randomly divided into two' sets to be taught in 



two separate learning sessions. 

A Singer Ca ramate, Model 8806, was used in testing the 

children for CPC. Bell and Howell Language Master Audio-Visual 

Instructional Device, Model 1727, was used to teach the concepts. 

The device was modified by the attachment of a screen which left, 

an 8 cm opening for subjects to view the cards. The total exposure 

time per card was restricted to 6 seconds--the time it takes a 

card, to run through the Language Master device. 

The materials used included a pretest, a CPC test Language 

Master cards, and immediate and delayed posttests. The pretest 

was a recall test which required the second graders to give at 

least the three dominant attributes of the concepts. Children 

who were able to do this for two or more of the concepts were 

eliminated from further consideration. 

The CPC test was one developed by Fùrukawa and Sunshine 

(Reference Note 3). It consisted of 25,. 35 mm slide reproductions 

of commonly available objects. The first 5 were used as warmup or 

practice slides and the other 20 were presented in two sets of 10 

slides each, with the average free recall of these pictures be-

coming a child's CPC score. The children were then rank ordered 

according to CPC scores and randomly assigned to one of the three 

treatments. 

The Language Master cards for each of the three treatments 

were designed as follows: 

1. Word. (The demonstration concept shown to students prior 

to the learning of the concepts was knapsack): Visual: Knapsack. 

A knapsack is a bag for carrying things on your back. Audio:' The

printed words were read. 



2. Picture attribute list. Visual: Separate pictures of 

a bag, of things, and of a person's back., Audio:. Knapsack, bag, 

things, back. 

3. Picture attribute chunking. Visual- Separate pictures 

of bag, bag of things, bag of things on back. Audio: Knapsack, 

bag, things, back. 

In short, the word treatment consisted only of a sentence 

which listed the three attributes of the concept, but the other 

two treatments both had pictures and spoken words. The PAL draw-

ings were of the discrete attributes. In the PAC treatment,. how-

ever, each succeeding drawing had a new attribute added to the old, 

one(s). The spoken words were, nevertheless, identical for the 

PAL and RAC treatments. 

The immediate and delayed posttests were identical and con-

-sisted of two types of tests: a recall and a recognition test. 

The recall test required the children to describe orally the con-

cept by including all three of the attributes taught for a given 

concept. The recognition test for each concept consisted of line 

drawings, with two positive and four negative examples. Each test 

was printed on a single sheet of paper. Two types of tests were 

used.because of the possibility that the word treatment children 

would do better on the verbal recall tests since the responses 

required were identical to the visual and auditory stimuli used 

in teaching the concepts. The PAL and PAC chilren were expected 

to do better on the picture redognition test for a similar reason. 

During the two training session, spaced a day apart, each one 

of the cards for a concept was shown three times on the Language 

Master, making a total of 18 secs of exposure time for each concept. 



Immediately after all seven concepts were shown, the subjects 

were asked for the definitions of all of them. This recall test 

was followed by a recognition test. A maximum of five learning 

trials were given to reach a criterion of one perfect recall and 

recognition of a concept. Succeeding learning trials omitted 

the learned concept(s). Five days after the second 'set of concepts 

was taught, the delayed posttest was administered. 

Results 

The results are reported in three sections: - CPC test, imme-

diate posttest and delayed posttest. 

The CPC score for the 33 second graders ranged from 2 to 7, 

with a mean of 3.92 and a standard deviation of 1.08. 

The immediate posttest error frequencies for recall and_ 

recognition tests are shown in Table 1. As was to be expected, 

a greater number of errors was made on the recall instead of recog-

nition test. On the recall test, there were significant differences 

among the three treatments, X2 (2) - 22.27, p < .001. The PAC 

treatment was superior to both the word, X2 (1) - 10.74, p < .01, 

and PAL, X2 (1) = 21.80, p <.001. On the recognition test, again 

there were significant differences among the treatments, X2 (2) 

52.33, p <.001. The PAC treatment was only marginally superior 

to the word, X2 (1) 3.50, p < .10, but was clearly superior to 

the PAL treatment., X2 (1) = 44.96, p < .001. On this test and on 

this test alone, the word condition was found to be superior to 

the PAL, X2 (1) = 24.14, p < .001. 

On the delayed posttest, there were no significant differences 

among the treatments on the recall test, although. the least nymber 

of errors continued to be in the PAC condition (see Table 1). The 



recognition test was, nevertheless, significant, X2 -(2) = 14.)2, 

p .<:001. The PAC was better than both word treatment, X2 (1) 

6.00, p <,.02, and PAL treatment, X2 (1) = 14.34, p < .001. 

Conclusion 

The hypothesized superiority of PAC over word and PAL treat-

ments was generally substantiated. This difference was found on 

both recall and recognition immediate posttests. While'the higher 

performance of the PAC group continued on the recognition delayed 

posttest, this was not true of the recall delayed posttest. The 

failure may be attributable to 'four factors: One, the difficulty. 

of the learning task itself, the difficulty of the test, and the 

low criterion level of performance accepted during. learning. A 

fourth possibility is the lack of sensitivity of the recall test, 

as contrasted to other methods of measurement such as recognition 

and savings. This fact was compounded further as the responses 

were judged to be unacceptable unless all three attributes taught 

were included. 

On the subject of test differences,.it should be noted that 

the possibility of word treatment children doing best on the recall 

test was not found. All treatment groups clearly found the  recall 

test to be More 'difficult than the recognition test.

One somewhat surprising result was the failure of the PAL 

codditibn to improve concept learning. Because of findings of 

relevant, picture-illustrated learning being superior to non-picture 

learning, the expectation was that the posttest performances of the 

PAL children would be better than the word only children. In fact, 

even the word group children were significantly better than the 

PAL group on the recognition immediate posttest. 

Two possible explanations can be advanced for the inferiority 



One, younger children tend to see wholes, whereas older children 

tend to see party (Elkind, Koegler, & Co, 1964). Consequently,

the PAL children may have had extreme difficulty in inductively 

integrating'three separate "wholes" (attributes) to,fornt a concept

This brings. us to the second possible explanation. The discrete 

listing of. attributes mpy-have served to increase the information 

load of the learner. This explanation is given some support by 

the negative correlations found between CPC scores and test scores 

of the PAL.children. This means that the high CPC children made 

less errors. The correlations, while not significant because of 

the small number of subjects (11 per treatment), were nevertheless 

substantial and accounted for as much as 25% of the variance. The 

correlations cannot be arbitrarily dismissed because of similar 

findings in learning 'a foreign language (Furukawa., 1970) and come 

plex prose passages (Furukawa, 1977). In short, CPC may be a 

factor which needs to be considered as an individual' difference 

in learning experiments. 

One other by-próduct of the study should be mentioned. That 

is, the majority of the children clearly had the most difficulty 

with the abstract concepts (viz., pediatrician, translator, and 

descendant, especially the last two). 

In summary, pictures appear to have a prominent role to play 

in teaching concepts to young children, provided the pictures are 

of a limited number of dominant attributes and are presented in 

'progressively chunking sequences. 'Furthermore, the number of con-

cepts taught at any one learning session probably, should not exceed 

the CPC of the learner. Such a method of teaching concepts may 

lead to increased learning, and, in turn, to; increased reading 

.fluency. , 
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Table 1. Frequency of Errors on Immediate and Delayed Posttésts. 

 Treatments 

picture picture 
word attribute -attribute 

list. chunking 

Type of 
,Test IPT* DPT** IPT DPT  IPT DPT 

Recàll 307 113 343 109~ 231  93  

Recognition 126 36 217 49 ~98 •18 

Noté'. * IPT = Immediate posttest., Maximum errors possible: 770 

(11 subjects X 14'words X 5 trials) . 

**DPT - Delayed posttest. -Maximum errors possible: 154 

(11 subjects X 14 words X 1 trial). 
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